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Executive Summary 
 
The Genesee County Land Bank Authority requested this study to evaluate its Side Lot 
Transfer Program in the City of Flint and to assess the impact of transferred side lots on 
surrounding neighborhoods.   
 
This analysis indicates that the Side Lot Transfer Program is effective at transferring side 
lots.  However, the evaluation shows that the program may be improved as a community 
development tool.  The evaluation includes: 

• A field survey of the 142 side lots that the program had transferred as of May 
2005 

• Interviews with 21 side lot purchasers 
• Interviews with Land Bank staff who manage and operate the Side Lot Transfer 

Program 
• Research on Flint and the Land Bank policies, procedures, goals and mission 

 
The majority of side lots are well-maintained and in good condition.  However, the Side 
Lot Transfer Program’s positive impact can be improved by turning the remaining side 
lots into neighborhood assets.  Interviews with the side lot program participants revealed 
that satisfaction with the Side Lot Transfer Program is overwhelmingly positive.  Staff 
interviews show that the transfer process has recently been streamlined to be more 
efficient. 
 
While the evaluation displays mostly positive findings, the following are 
recommendations to improve the Side Lot Transfer Program: 

• Encourage side lot purchasers to use their side lots and integrate them with their 
adjacent homestead property by providing educational materials and financial 
incentives to stimulate owner investment in side lots. 

• Create a separate Side Lot Transfer Program for nonprofit and faith-based 
organizations and partner with them to identify community uses for side lot 
parcels. 

• Develop a more coordinated marketing effort to inform the public on how they 
may participate in the Side Lot Transfer Program using multiple forms of media. 

• Bolster strong administration of the Side Lot Transfer Program by streamlining 
the transfer process and providing accurate parcel data coding with this 
information. 

• Formulate a more detailed plan that establishes clear goals relating the use and 
integration of side lot parcels to positive effects on surrounding neighborhoods. 

 
Based upon key findings, the Side Lot Transfer Program has proven successful as a tool 
to return vacant and abandoned land to private ownership with positive effects on 
surrounding neighborhoods.  By implementing this study’s recommendations, the 
Genesee County Land Bank Authority could encourage further side lot parcel investment 
to produce neighborhood assets.  Due to the success of the Side Lot Transfer Program in 
Flint, the Land Bank should consider expanding the program to other municipalities with 
similar needs. 
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Introduction / Problem Statement  
 
The Genesee County Land Bank Authority operates six programs to deal with property 
conversion and reuse. This report focuses on one, the Side Lot Transfer Program. 1   
Although the Land Bank provides services to every municipality in Genesee County, 
operation of the Side Lot Transfer Program is limited to the City of Flint.  As of May 
2005, the program had transferred 142 vacant lots to adjacent homestead property owners 
(Appendix A). The Land Bank has an additional 376 parcels that could be purchased 
through the Side Lot Transfer Program in its inventory of 2,392 parcels in the City of 
Flint.  
 
The purpose of this report is to evaluate the Side Lot Transfer Program and assess the 
impact of transferred side lots on surrounding neighborhoods. In addition to evaluating 
the impact of this program, this report will discuss several ways that the Land Bank can 
improve the Side Lot Transfer program to convert qualified side lots to productive reuse 
and act as a more effective community development tool.  Finally, the report 
recommends ways to facilitate replication of the Side Lot Transfer Program in other 
municipalities within Genesee County. 
 
The first section of this report provides background on the Side Lot Transfer Program, 
including policies and procedures that guide the program, and potential neighborhood 
impacts.  The second section presents findings from the evaluation of the 142 side lots 
and proposes recommendations on how the Land Bank can improve the Side Lot Transfer 
Program as a community development strategy.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Land Bank Programs, http://www.thelandbank.org, accessed on October 23, 2005. 
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What is the Genesee County Land Bank Authority Side Lot Transfer 
Program?  
 
Established in 2003, the Land Bank Side Lot Transfer Program aims to stabilize and 
strengthen property owners’ investments in their neighborhoods by transferring parcels to 
adjacent homestead property owners. These properties are generally too small to be 
developed based on current zoning regulations. The City of Flint has many parcels that 
were platted at a time when houses were typically much smaller and closer together.  
Today, the City of Flint’s zoning regulations do not allow development on these small 
parcels.  In addition, prospective homebuyers generally are more attracted to larger 
residential lots for reasons such as desire for a larger house and a spacious back yard.  
Given the limited usefulness of side lot parcels for development due to new zoning 
regulations and homebuyer preferences, the Land Bank implemented the Side Lot 
Transfer Program to provide adjacent homestead property owners with the opportunity to 
purchase these side lot parcels.  The Land Bank encourages these side lot purchases by 
offering the lots at low prices.  
 
By implementing the Side Lot Transfer Program, the Land Bank aims to produce several 
positive outcomes.  First, the Land Bank aims to stabilize neighborhoods by transferring 
vacant, foreclosed properties to adjacent homestead owners, who are more likely to care 
for land next to their home.  Second, the Land Bank believes that a side lot’s evidence of 
use and well-maintained condition will help to improve the neighborhood character and 
appearance.  Third, shifting the ownership of the side lots to adjacent homeowners 
reduces the public costs associated with maintaining these properties.  Fourth, by 
transferring ownership of side lots to adjacent property owners, the Land Bank returns 
these properties to the tax roll, increasing property tax revenue for the County.   
 
The Land Bank has a clear set of policies and procedures for the Side Lot Transfer 
Program.  Homestead property owners may only purchase parcels identified as 
“qualified” side lots by the Land Bank.  A parcel qualifies for the Side Lot Transfer 
Program if it is:2

• Vacant, unimproved real property; and  
• Physically contiguous to adjacent, owner-occupied residential property, with a 

significant  (75 percent) common boundary line  
 
The program gives priority to a contiguous homestead property owner, who occupies the 
residence, not just owns it.  If no adjacent homestead property owner is present or willing 
to take ownership, the Land Bank reserves the right to sell the side lot to another 
prospective buyer. 
   
 
 
 

                                                 
2 Genesee County Land Bank Priorities, Policies and Procedures, December 7, 2004: 6. 
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Residential property owners may not participate in the program if they:3

• Own any property in Genesee County that is subject to any unremediated citation 
for violation of state and local codes and ordinances; 

• Are delinquent in paying taxes on any property owned in Genesee County; or  
• Have been a prior owner of any property at the time of tax foreclosure whose title 

was transferred to the County Treasurer or to a local government in Genesee 
County.  

 
Following is the Land Bank’s pricing structure for side lot parcels:4

• For parcels foreclosed in 2004 or later, property owners may purchase the side lot 
for $1 and a $14 filing fee, used to record the transfer at the Register of Deeds; 
and 

• For parcels foreclosed before 2004, property owners must pay any orphan-year 
taxes and liens owed on the property in addition to the fees stated above. 

 
Owners may purchase only one side lot contiguous to their homesteads at the Side Lot 
Transfer Program’s nominal price.  If an owner would like to purchase more than one 
side lot, s/he must pay the property’s assessed value for any additional side lot.  If 
multiple adjacent homestead property owners simultaneously apply to purchase the same 
side lot, the highest bidder will take ownership, or the parcel will be divided between the 
interested property owners.5   
 
The Side Lot Transfer Program policies require that homestead property owners not sell 
their side lots for a minimum of five years.  While the policies specify that homestead 
property owners should consolidate their newly acquired side lots with their existing 
homestead parcels, the Land Bank is currently advising program participants not to 
consolidate the two lots because the title insurance is much higher on the whole 
consolidated lot.  Title insurance for Land Bank properties is more expensive than 
insuring other parcels because title insurance companies are not confident that the change 
in state law has given the Land Bank the ability to clear title. 
 
The Land Bank aims to stabilize neighborhoods that are in decline with many vacant, 
abandoned and tax-delinquent properties. The Land Bank believes providing incentives 
for homeowners to take ownership of vacant land will strengthen the neighborhood’s 
character, appearance, and better sense of community. Following, are key findings from 
assessment of the 142 side lots transferred through the program to date, and proposed 
recommendations based on these findings.  
  
 
 
 

                                                 
3 Genesee County Land Bank Priorities, Policies and Procedures, December 7, 2004: 6. 
4 Genesee County Land Bank Priorities, Policies and Procedures, December 7, 2004: 6. 
5 Genesee County Land Bank Priorities, Policies and Procedures, December 7, 2004: 7. 
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Methods Used to Evaluate the Genesee County Land Bank Authority 
Side Lot Transfer Program 
 
The evaluation of the Side Lot Transfer Program used the following approach:  

• The Genesee County Land Bank Authority provided initial background 
information, parcel data for properties transferred from January 2002 through 
May 2005, and operating policies.  

• Each property transferred through the Side Lot Transfer Program was 
photographed and its condition assessed (Appendix A). The evaluation of side lot 
condition considered level of maintenance, presence of trash, and evidence of 
previous structure. In addition, the assessment instrument included identification 
of current side lot use, as well as information on whether a lot had been integrated 
with adjacent homestead property.     

• A random sample of 20 residential properties owned by the Land Bank, but not 
transferred through the Side Lot Transfer Program provided a comparison to side 
lot parcels. As for side lot properties, assessment of random sample parcels 
included a photograph and evaluation of the parcel using the survey instrument.  

• Comparison of the side lot and random sample properties helped determine 
whether transfer of ownership under the Side Lot Transfer Program has a positive 
effect on the condition and use of the property. 

• Ownership records maintained by the Genesee County Register of Deeds showed 
whether a change in ownership or foreclosure occurred following purchase of a 
side lot parcel.  

• Interviews with 21 program participants provided information regarding side lot 
owner satisfaction with the program. 

• Ongoing interviews and interaction with staff members from the Genesee County 
Land Bank Authority provided insight to inform recommendations to enhance the 
operation of the Side Lot Transfer Program.  
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Does the Side Lot Transfer Program Make a Difference in the 
Condition of Transferred Lots? 
 
Following is an analysis of the results from side lot assessment using the survey 
instrument (Appendix B).  
 
The survey instrument 
evaluates side lot parcels 
based on their current 
condition and identifies the 
side lots’ uses. A side lot’s 
condition, defined as well-
maintained or poorly-
maintained, is an indicator of 
the side lot owner’s regular 
care of the parcel.  Each side 
lot’s lawn maintenance, 
degree of trash present, and 
remnants of a previous 
structure further determine 
side lot condition (Appendix 
C).  Figure 1 compares the 
condition of side lot parcels and a random sample of Land Bank owned parcels.  An 
overwhelming majority of side lots and Land Bank owned properties are well-maintained 
and in good condition.  

                     Figure 1. Side Lot Condition 

Photo taken by L. Bozgo October 2005

Figure 2.  Illegal Dumping on Land Bank owned 
Properties 

 
 
Figure 1 also shows that a higher 
percentage of the Land Bank owned 
properties are poorly maintained.  This 
difference is largely attributed to 
presence of illegal dumping on fifteen 
percent on Land Bank owned properties. 
In comparison, illegal dumping was not 
observed on any of the side lot 
properties (Figure 2).  This finding 
shows that transferring ownership of 
side parcels to adjacent residents 
encourages a higher level of surveillance 
than when parcels are owned and 
maintained by the Land Bank Authority.  
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Owners of well-maintained side lots provide regular lawn care and watchful eyes over 
their property.  However, adding value to the surrounding neighborhood demands more 
of the side lot owner than basic property maintenance.  The exceptional side lots in Flint 
are characterized by a strong presence of ownership demonstrated by an apparent use, 
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and, often, significant investment of time and resources to improve the side lot.  Signs of 
ownership and side lot usage take many forms. The following uses are identified as  
evidence of ownership: yard, garden, private play equipment, play space for pets, art or 
adornment, and commercial or business related.  In this study, a yard is defined as a side 
lot that is integrated into the adjacent property owner’s lot by fencing, landscaping, or 
other means that allow for easy identification of the side lot owner.   Parking, storage, 
pathway, and vacant lot are also identified as side lot uses.  Often, one can not assign 
ownership of parcels based on these uses to the adjacent property owner.   A pathway is 
defined as evidence of use as a narrow footpath to cross all or part of property.  A vacant 
lot refers to a side lot with no apparent owner and no evidence of use.  Observations on 
individual side lots reveal uses, such as a pool or densely wooded area, that are not 
identified on the survey instrument and may or may not show evidence of ownership.  
These uses are identified as “other” and evaluated on an individual basis.      
 
Frequently, side lots have multiple uses. For example, a side lot with play equipment and 
landscaping is assigned the following uses: yard, garden, and private play equipment.  
Table 1 shows the total number of each use present and the percentage of side lots and 
Land Bank owned properties where this use is present.  Table 1 also shows the 
designation of uses as those Showing Evidence of Ownership, No Evidence of 
Ownership, and Uses that May Show Evidence of Ownership.  Side lots and Land Bank 
owned properties containing one or more uses identified as Uses that May Show 
Evidence of Ownership are evaluated individually in to determine whether or not 
ownership is apparent. 
 
          Table 1. Number (Percent) of Side Lots and Land Bank Owned Lots by Uses 

Use Side Lots Land Bank Owned 
Uses Showing Evidence of Ownership 

Yard 74 (52%) 3 (15%) 
Garden 23 (16%) 2 (10%) 
Play Equipment  9 (6%) 0 (0%) 
Play Space for Pets  3 (2%) 0 (0%) 
Commercial/Business  2 (1%) 0 (0%) 
Art/Adornment  2 (1%) 1 (5%) 
Total Uses Showing Evidence of 
Ownership 

 87 (61%) 3 (15%) 

Uses Showing No Evidence of Ownership 
Vacant Lot 47 (33%) 16 (80%) 
Total Uses Showing No Evidence of 
Ownership 

37 (26%) 15 (75%) 

Uses That May Show Evidence of Ownership 
Parking 31 (22%) 2 (10%) 
Storage 12 (8%) 0 (0%) 
Other 6 (4%) 0 (0%) 
Pathway 0 (0%) 1 (5%) 
Total Uses That May Show Evidence of 
Ownership 

18 (13%) 2 (10%) 

   * Because side lots can have multiple uses, percentages do not add to 100% 
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Each use listed above is associated with having a positive, negative, or neutral effect on 
the surrounding neighborhood (Appendix C).  Uses identified as having a positive effect, 
such as the installation of private play equipment, typically require financial investment 
and signal an attempt at integrating the side lot parcel into the owner’s property. On the 
other hand, uses identified as having a negative effect, such as the storage of several junk 
cars on a side lot, are typically not desirable in a residential neighborhood.  Side lots with 
uses identified as having a negative effect have the potential to make a neighborhood 
undesirable for investment.  Finally, a use identified as neutral, such as a parked car on a 
side lot, is not associated with having either a positive or negative effect.  The 
identification of uses as having a positive, negative or neutral effect is used in 
combination with side lot condition, to determine if the side lot is an Improved Yard, 
Yard, or Vacant Lot or whether it has a Negative Impact.   
                                                                                                                                           
Improved Yard 

 Figure 3. Example of an Improved Yard
 

 
Side lots defined as Improved Yards must 
also be well maintained, integrated with the 
owner’s property and put to a positive use.   
Often, these side lots have received 
significant investment by the owner for 
fencing, additional landscaping, or 
driveway paving.  The side lot above 
(Figure 3) is an example of an improved 
yard. 
 
 

 Photo taken by L. Bozgo May 2005
 
  
Yard 
 

Figure 4. Example of a Yard Similar to Improved Yards, Yards are also 
defined as well-maintained and regularly cared 
for with evidence of ownership.  However, what 
distinguishes a Yard from an Improved Yard is 
the degree of investment by the owner.  Often, 
Yards, like the one shown to the right, are 
fenced lots (Figure 4). Although Yards require 
significantly less investment of time and money 
by the owner, they are a community asset. 
 
 
 Photo taken by L. Bozgo May 2005
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Vacant Lot 
 

  Figure 5. Example of a Vacant Lot     
Vacant Lots are defined as side lots that 
show no evidence of use, integration or 
ownership (Figure 5).  Vacant Lots can 
either be well-maintained or poorly-
maintained. These side lots have the 
greatest potential for improvement 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Photo taken by J. de Wit May 2005
 
 
Negative Impact 
 Figure 6. Example of a Side Lot Having a Negative Impact 
Side lots identified as having a Negative 
Impact on the surrounding neighborhood are 
poorly maintained and, although ownership 
may be apparent, the side lot’s use is often an 
eyesore and hurts the surrounding 
neighborhood (Figure 6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Photo taken by J. de Wit May 2005
 
 
Table 2. Number (Percent) of Side Lot Properties by Category of Use 
  Evidence of Ownership   No Evidence of 

Ownership Total  
  Improved 

Yard 
Yard Negative 

Impact 
  Vacant Lot Negative 

Impact 
All 

Categories of 
Use 

Side Lots 58 (41%) 34 (24%) 3 (2%)   32 (22%) 15 (11%) 142 (100%) 

Land Bank 
Owned 

2 (10%) 1 (5%) 1 (5%)   16 (80%) 0 (0%)   20 (100%) 
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The table above shows Improved Yard as the most frequent categorization of side lot 
properties (Table 2).  Forty-one percent of side lot owners have made a significant 
investment to improve property acquired through the Side Lot Transfer Program.   By 
combining the number of side lots under the Evidence of Ownership heading (Table 2), 
one can conclude that evident ownership and use are present on 67 percent of side lot 
properties.   Also of interest, is the apparent investment and ownership present on 15 
percent of properties that are classified as Yards and Improved Yards and owned by the 
Land Bank.  Figure 7 shows an adorned Land Bank owned property, identified as an 
Improved Yard, with planted flowers and a picnic table.  Although this property is owned 
by the Land Bank, neighbors are caring for this potential side lot parcel.  
 
 
 

Photo taken by L. Bozgo May 2005

 
Figure 7. Example of Land Bank Owned 
Property Identified as an Improved Yard

 
 
 
 
 
Summary of Side Lot Condition Findings 
Overall, most side lot properties are positively contributing to the surrounding 
neighborhood, in good condition, and are well-maintained.  However, most Land Bank 
owned properties are also well-maintained (Figure 1).  Therefore, using side lot condition 
alone as an indicator of the Side Lot Transfer Program’s success is insufficient if the 
program is to act as a community development tool.   The success of the Side Lot 
Transfer Program is most apparent when properties are put to a positive use and fully 
integrated into the adjacent owner’s property.   
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What is the Process for Transferring Land through the Side Lot 
Transfer Program? 
 
Telephone interviews with twenty-one people who purchased side lots, interaction with 
staff, and examination of parcel data for transferred properties were used to examine the 
process used to transfer land through the program. These findings yielded insight as to 
how participants learned of the program, participants’ interactions with the Land Bank, 
and satisfaction with the land transfer process. Study of land records and discussions with 
land bank staff helped show the financial impact of the program for the land bank. 
 
Efforts to Publicize the Side Lot Transfer Program  
Participant interviews included general questions concerning participants’ perception of 
and overall satisfaction with the program (Appendix D). Participants learned of the Side 
Lot Transfer Program in a variety of ways, such as when viewing the Land Bank’s 
website, seeing television new stories, receiving a mailing from the Land Bank, receiving 
information by word of mouth, when paying taxes at the Genesee County Treasurers 
Office and after contacting the County to express concern regarding a vacant/abandoned 
property in the neighborhood. While one-third of the participants interviewed learned 
about the program directly from the Land Bank, the majority of those interviewed were 
informed of the program from other sources.  
 
The Land Bank’s efforts to publicize the Side Lot Transfer Program include a mailing to 
those eligible to participate in the program and marketing through the Genesee County 
Land Bank Authority website. Staff also provided information regarding the Side Lot 
Transfer Program during ward meetings that occur once every twelve to eighteen months. 
(Appendix E). In 2002, the Land Bank mailed a letter to all qualified participants (i.e. 
homeowners who had paid all current property taxes and lived next to a vacant parcel). 
Of those interviewed, four participants (nearly one-fifth) learned of the program from this 
letter. Three of the participants interviewed learned about the program through 
information posted on the Land Bank’s website. None of the participants interviewed 
reported learning of the program through a presentation made by staff during ward 
meetings. More recently, staff began to include information regarding the Side Lot 
Transfer Program in the Land Bank’s monthly newsletter. It is too early to assess the 
effectiveness of this outreach strategy. 
 
Of those who were interviewed, two-thirds noted that the Land Bank did not inform them 
of the Side Lot Transfer Program. Rather, they found out about the program when paying 
taxes, upon inquiring about a vacant/abandoned home in their neighborhood, when 
viewing a televised news story or receiving information by word of mouth. Nearly one-
third of the participants interviewed learned about the Side Lot Transfer Program after 
contacting the County offices to inquire about an abandoned property in their 
neighborhood. An equal number of residents heard about the Side Lot Transfer Program 
through word of mouth and television news. Land Bank staff estimate that the Side Lot 
Transfer Program was announced on the news twice.  The televised announcements were 
important in reaching people despite their infrequency. While none of the participants 
interviewed reported learning of the Side Lot Transfer Program through a presentation 
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made by staff during a ward or association meeting, a significant number of those 
interviewed learned about the program through word of mouth. The friend or neighbor 
who informed them may have learned about the program from a ward meeting 
presentation.  
 

Table 3. Number (Percent) of Participants Who Learned of the Side Lot  
Transfer Program from Different Sources  

 

Learned of Side Lot Transfer Program Directly from LBA 
 
Land Bank Authority mailing 4 (19%) 
Land Bank Authority Website  3 (14%) 

Subtotal 33% 
      

Learned of Side Lot Transfer Program in Other Ways 
 
When paying taxes 2 (9%) 
TV news 3 (14%) 
Word of mouth 3 (14%) 
Contacted County concerning abandoned property 6 (29%) 

Subtotal 66% 
                  
 
Effectiveness of the Land Transfer Process  
Participant satisfaction with the Side Lot Transfer Program, particularly the land transfer 
process, is overwhelmingly positive. Those interviewed consistently praised the service 
of the current Transaction Specialist, who was hired in October 2004. Seven interviewees 
noted that the process for purchasing an adjacent side lot was quick and free of 
complication. Since assuming the role of Transaction Specialist, this staff member 
streamlined the transfer process. Once eligibility is confirmed, she coordinates all 
necessary paperwork, allowing participants to complete the entire transaction with only 
one visit to the offices of the Land Bank. 
 
The administration of the program may not have been as strong in the past. Analysis of 
side lot ownership information and transaction records identified several parcels sold in 
violation of the Side Lot Transfer Program’s policies and procedures. Three side lot 
parcels were sold to landlords who do not reside adjacent to the purchased side lot 
parcel.  Also, in one transaction, two side lots were sold to the adjacent homeowner for 
$1.00 when one side lot should have been sold for taxable value.  Finally, a non-profit 
organization purchased several side lots for $1.00 instead of at taxable value.  All of these 
parcels were transferred before the current Transaction Specialist was hired. These 
findings demonstrate the importance of a skilled Transaction Specialist who manages the 
land transfer process and coordinates daily activities associated with the Side Lot 
Transfer Program. 
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Participants’ Satisfaction with the Side Lot Transfer Program 
Participants expressed general satisfaction with their overall experience with the land 
transfer process. Participants were consistently pleased by the opportunity to increase the 
size of their property.  
 
Despite the overall satisfaction, 42 percent of those interviewed were unhappy with the 
program’s pricing structure. Current legislation requires that “orphan-year” taxes be paid 
on all parcels foreclosed prior to the implementation of the Genesee County Land Bank 
Authority in 2004. As a result, parcels foreclosed in 2002 and 2003 cannot be sold for $1; 
the price must include unpaid taxes and liens accrued during the two-year foreclosure 
process.6 All of the participants who expressed dissatisfaction with the Side Lot Transfer 
Program were paid orphan-year taxes. As of December 2005, 376 parcels owned by the 
Land Bank Authority qualify as potential side lot parcels. Of this number, 172 parcels 
were foreclosed during 2002 and 2003. These parcels will have orphan-year taxes and 
liens attached to them, potentially making them more difficult to transfer to private 
ownership.  
 
Financial Impact of the Side Lot Transfer Program on the Land Bank 
The Side Lot Transfer Program has yielded cost savings for the Land Bank. In less than 
three years of operation, the program reduced costs for cleaning and maintaining vacant 
land by $69,7507 compared to what the Land Bank would have spent if the lots had not 
been sold. Of the 142 side lots transferred to date, five side lots have been foreclosed 
upon. Of the side lots that went into foreclosure following transfer, two parcels were sold 
in violation of the Side Lot Transfer Program operating policies and procedures. Adjacent 
homestead owners who have paid all current taxes for the residential parcel foreclosed 
upon the remaining three parcels.  
 
Summary of Process for Transferring Side Lot Parcels  
Since the inception of the Side Lot Transfer Program in 2003, internal processes for 
transferring ownership of side lot parcels evolved considerably. Staff successfully 
streamlined the process for transferring side lots, reducing transaction time and increasing 
customer satisfaction. The transfer of land through the Side Lot Transfer Program has 
reduced maintenance costs for the Land Bank. These successes suggest the Side Lot 
Transfer Program is an effective land transfer system. However, the full potential of the 
program as a tool to catalyze neighborhood development has yet to be realized.  The 
following recommendations suggest ways to ensure side lots become assets to their 
neighborhoods. 

                                                 
6  Orphan Year Taxes: In 1999 Michigan passed Public Act 123 which reformed the property tax 
foreclosure law by allowing for much faster foreclosure. Under this new law, property can be foreclosed 
within two years for failure to pay property taxes. For parcels taken for non-payment of property taxes, 
there is one year between forfeiture and foreclosure. This year is referred to as the “orphan year.” When the 
Land Bank Authority acquires a parcel of land, all prior taxes are erased. The Genesee County Land Bank 
Authority was established in 2004. Orphan year taxes are not erased for parcels received by the Land Bank 
Authority that were foreclosed prior to the implementation of the Land Bank Authority in 2004. As a result, 
all parcels foreclosed in 2002 and 2003 have “orphan year” taxes. (Land Bank Authorities: A Guide for the 
Creation and Operation of Local Land Banks./ Local Initiatives Support Corporation. 2005) 
7 Interview with Jeff Burdick, Genesee County Land Bank Neighborhood Planner, on October 12, 2005. 
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Recommendations to Enhance the Genesee County Land Bank 
Authority Side Lot Transfer Program 
 
This section provides recommendations to strengthen the impact of the Side Lot Transfer 
Program as a tool for community development. Recommendations are also included to 
guide replication of the program in neighboring municipalities.  
 
Recommendation 1: To increase evidence of side lot ownership, the Land Bank 
could provide educational materials and incentives to stimulate owner investment in 
side lot parcels. 
  
Vacant lots showing no evidence of ownership 
made up 22 percent of side lot parcels. When 
integrated with an adjacent residential property 
and used in a way that has a positive impact on 
the neighborhood, side lot parcels have the 
potential to serve as neighborhood assets. 
Integrating a side lot with the owner’s parcel 
enhances the potential for a side lot to increase 
property values because the residential parcel is 
larger in size. Staff currently provides little 
guidance regarding potential uses of side lot 
parcels and the benefits of integrating a side lot 
with a residential property. The Land Bank does 
not provide financial incentives and educational 
materials to help owners to invest in their side lots. 
In the effort to stimulate owner investment in side 
lot parcels, the Land Bank could:  

 

New Kensington Community Development 
Corporation: Helping Residents Plan for 

Reuse of Side Lots 
 
New Kensington Community Development 
Corporation (New Kensington CDC) in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania works to stabilize 
neighborhoods by reusing vacant side 
lots. Before transferring side lots to new 
owners, the New Kensington CDC asks 
applicants to submit a simple plan for reuse. 
The New Kensington CDC provides basic 
guidelines for how to reuse side lots in ways 
that complement the New Kensington 
neighborhood plan. The City of Philadelphia 
maintains ownership of the side lot until the 
resident implements the approved plan for 
reuse. Transfer of the land occurs once the 
lot has been incorporated into the adjacent 
owner's property.  To increase landscaping 
and the amount of green space in the 
community, the CDC sells plants and offers 
gardening classes to local residents.  Since 
the program was implemented, they have not 
had a single lot return to foreclosure in ten 
years, and all of the transferred parcels show 
evidence of ownership.  (Source: Sandy 
Salzman, New Kensington CDC Executive 
Director, January 2006) 
 
For further information regarding the New 
Kensington CDC’s strategy for using side 
lots as a community development tool, visit: 
www.nkcdc.org 

• Provide program participants with 
educational materials such as a 
pamphlet, technical manual, or “how-
to” kit that include photos of improved 
yards. Such materials could provide 
examples of side lot uses that have a 
positive impact on the surrounding 
neighborhood help property owners 
establish a plan for integrating a side lot 
with the residential parcel. 

• Develop a mini-grants program or buy 
materials in bulk to fund small 
investments in side lot parcels such as 
flower gardens, fencing, and 
ornamentation.   

• Work with Michigan State Extension 
Service and/or other partners to help 
new side lot owners landscape their properties. 
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• Purchase materials, such as attractive fencing, plants, and gardening tools, in bulk 
to make them available at low prices to side-lot owners. 

• Initiate a “Side Lot of the Year” contest to celebrate participants’ investment in 
their lot while increasing public awareness of the program.  

• Require side lot purchasers to submit a plan for reuse prior to transferring side 
lot parcels to new owners (See New Kensington CDC: Helping Residents Plan for 
Reuse of Side Lots) 

 
 
Recommendation 2: The Land Bank could develop a Nonprofit Side Lot Transfer 
Program to enable community-based organizations, churches, and other nonprofits 
to purchase side lots for specific purposes.  
 
In the process of investigating parcels transferred through the Side Lot Transfer Program, 
we encountered five lots transferred to local organizations for $1. According to policies 
established by the Land Bank, only adjacent homestead owners can purchase one side lot 
parcel for $1. Additional parcels are purchased at the taxable value of the property. 
Selling multiple parcels to local organizations for $1 violated Land Bank policies.  
 
Partnerships with local organizations can play an important role in improving the 
appearance of vacant land and creating neighborhood assets. To decrease irregularities in 
the disposition process and more effectively engage nonprofit and faith-based 
organizations in reusing vacant lots, the Land Bank Authority could:  

• Develop a separate Side Lot Transfer Program for Nonprofit Partners, 
establishing policies and procedures that allow nonprofit organizations to 
purchase multiple adjacent side lots for uses that benefit the community and 
complement the current neighborhood plan.   

• Work with nonprofit and faith-based partners to identify and plan for uses for 
side lot parcels, such as community gardens, playgrounds and neighborhood parks 
that serve as assets to benefit both the organization and the neighborhood.  

• Establish a pricing structure appropriate for community organizations. For 
example, the Cleveland Land Bank Authority sells side lot parcels to nonprofit 
organizations for $100.8  

 
 
Recommendation 3: To increase awareness of the Side Lot Transfer Program, the 
Land Bank could develop a more coordinated effort to inform the public.  
 
Interviews revealed two-thirds of side lot purchasers did not learn of the Side Lot 
Transfer Program as a result of the Land Bank’s outreach and marketing. Interviews with 
staff confirm that efforts to publicize the program to eligible residents are limited. Nearly 
20 percent of those interviewed learned of the Side Lot Transfer Program through a 
                                                 
8 City of Cleveland, Ohio. Department of Community Development. Everything You Wanted to Know 
About Land Banking, 
http://www.city.cleveland.oh.us/government/departments/commdev/cdneigdev/cdndlandbank.html, 
accessed on November 15, 2005. 
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single mailing by the Land Bank, while almost 15 percent of side lot purchasers learned 
about the program through the Land Bank website. The Land Bank Authority might: 

• Pursue a partnership with public television to publicize the Side Lot Transfer 
Program or create public service announcements for broadcast through local 
private television networks.  

• Send letters informing prospective participants of their eligibility to participate in 
the Side Lot Transfer Program on a semi-annual basis.   

• Continue to build the “Side Lot Program” section of the Genesee County Land 
Bank Authority webpage. This section of the website could be enhanced by 
adding photos of previously vacant parcels that have been transformed into 
improved yards. The Land Bank may want to consider listing property 
information regarding side lots available for purchase on the website.   

• Develop marketing materials that publicize the impact of the program through 
pictures of side lots that have become improved yards, positively impacting the 
neighborhood.  

 
 

Recommendation 4: To strengthen the internal operation and financial impact of 
the Side Lot Transfer Program, the Land Bank could adopt a few specific changes 
to the administration of the program.  
 
Internal operation of the Side Lot Transfer Program, particularly the land transfer process, 
is well managed and efficient. To further strengthen the internal processes guiding the 
program, the Land Bank could:  

• Use the survey instrument to evaluate the condition and use of side lot parcels 
in the future.  Later assessments of side lot parcels could be conducted using a 
smaller sample of side lot parcels reducing the amount of staff time required for 
this activity.  This would allow the Land Bank to evaluate the condition of side 
lot parcels over time and determine whether strategies to increase evidence of 
side lot ownership are effective.  

• Create a stronger link between the Side Lot Transfer Program and 
Foreclosure Prevention Program.  Homeowners experiencing a significant 
financial hardship are eligible to request a one-year foreclosure postponement 
through the Foreclosure Prevention Program.  By informing side lot purchasers of 
this program, the Land Bank could help prevent future side lot foreclosures.  

• Articulate the mission of the Side Lot Transfer Program as a community 
development tool to strengthen neighborhoods. 

 
 
Recommendation 5: The Side Lot Transfer Program is an effective land transfer 
system that the Land Bank should replicate in other municipalities within Genesee 
County.  
 
Overall, evaluation of the Side Lot Transfer Program yielded positive results. Given that 
the challenges posed by vacant and abandoned land are not limited to the City of Flint, 
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other municipalities could benefit from this program. If the Side Lot Transfer Program is 
to be replicated, the Land Bank should consider the following recommendations: 
• Invest in a variety of strategies to publicize the program, ensuring a diverse 

population is informed of and benefits from the program. 
• Provide continued guidance by the Land Bank’s Transaction Specialist to maintain 

consistent policies and procedures when expanding the Side Lot Transfer Program to 
other municipalities in Genesee County.  

• Maintain existing land transfer process, particularly quick response to requests and 
minimal paperwork required to transfer land.  

• Strengthen internal systems for managing parcel data from multiple municipalities, 
specifically accurate coding and owner information. 
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Conclusion 
 
Based upon key findings, the Side Lot Transfer Program has proven successful as a tool 
to return vacant and abandoned land to private ownership with positive effects on 
neighborhoods. Evidence of investment and use by property owners is present on the 
majority of side lot parcels.  Similarly, most side lots and Land Bank owned properties 
are well-maintained. The Land Bank Authority could take low-cost steps to improve 
outreach and marketing efforts aimed to directly inform prospective participants of the 
Side Lot Transfer Program. Engaging multiple stakeholders, including faith-based and 
nonprofit organizations that have demonstrated an interest in acquiring side lot properties, 
could strengthen the impact of the program. Finally, in order ensure side lot parcels 
become neighborhood assets; the Genesee County Land Bank Authority could take steps 
to reduce the incidence of uses identified as having a negative impact on the surrounding 
neighborhood.  Implementing these recommendations would enhance the impact of the 
Side Lot Transfer Program within the City of Flint and result in a more effective program 
to replicate in other jurisdictions.   
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Appendix A: Transferred Side Lot Parcel List 

Initially, the Land Bank provided a list of 152 side lot parcels. However, nine parcels 
were removed from this list because of incorrect identification as side lot parcels by the 
Land Bank.  One additional side lot parcel was removed from the original side lot list 
because locating the parcel proved impossible.  The removal of these ten parcels left 142 
side lots used to evaluate the Side Lot Transfer Program.   
 
 The following table lists the 142 qualified side lots used to evaluate the Side Lot 
Transfer Program. 
 
Item 
No. Parcel ID Street Address Owner Address Date Sold 

1 4001106001 433 W. Jamieson St. 425 W. Jamieson 7/23/2004 
2 4001233028 519 Genessee St. 523 Genessee St. 8/4/2004 
3 4001305010 519 White St. 523 White St. 6/10/2003 
4 4001305024 506 w. Newall St. 514 W. Newall St. 12/16/2004 
5 4001306013 319 White St. 315 White St. 10/18/2004 
6 4001358027 326 Grace St. 405 Grace St. 8/7/2003 
7 4001377035 116 Josephine 122 Josephine 1/30/2004 
8 4001431014 413 E. Newall St. 2262 Oren Ave. 12/16/2004 
9 4001452026 1925 Francis Ave. 2001 Francis Ave. 1/12/2004 
10 4002259010 2518 Lawndale Ave. 2522 Lawndale 5/18/2004 
11 4002428032 826 Hamilton 826 Hamilton 10/20/2003 
12 4011479043 935 Gladwyn St. 931 Gladwyn 3/11/2004 
13 4012107041 1547 Mason 1609 Neome Dr.  5/18/2004 
14 4012157013 1311 Jean Ave 1311 Jean Ave 3/23/2004 
15 4012182007 1424 Lyon 1424 Lyon 5/12/2004 

16 4012184003 1322 Mason 
Lapeer Rd. PO Box 

278 9/24/2004 
17 4012184016 1309 Lyon 1309 Lyon 4/29/2004 
18 4012202028 241 Mary St. 241 Mary St. 9/11/2003 
19 4012226031 405 Mary St. 405 Mary St. 2/28/2003 
20 4012252004 1326 Garland St. 1326 Garland St. 3/30/2005 
21 4013355010 1923 Zimmerman St. 1919 Zimmerman St. 4/13/2004 
22 4013360016 1014 Garden St. 1010 Garden St. 5/5/2004 
23 4013403012 717 Hazelton St. 717 Hazelton St. 2/18/2005 
24 4024476015 1209 Neubert Ave. 1209 Neubert Ave. 3/22/2004 
25 4104156007 3014 Leith St. 3014 Leith St.   
26 4105105003 1506 Wyoming St. 1502 Wyoming St. 5/10/2004 
27 4105152008 1534 Leith St. 1534 Leith St. 3/23/2004 
28 4105302028 1533 New York Ave. 1533 New York 9/22/2004 
29 4105459020 1925 Lynch Ave. 1915 Lynch 10/25/2004 



Item 
No. Parcel ID Street Address Owner Address Date Sold 

30 4106102035 745 E. Jamison St. 745 E. Jamison St. 1/18/2005 
31 4106104011 730 E. McClellan St. 726 E. McClellan St. 4/2/2004 
32 4108451007 501 Lafayette St. 501 Lafayette St. 2/2/2005 
33 4118329006 1215 S. Gr. Traverse 320 W. Eighth St. 7/16/2004 
34 4130277008 4407 Milton Dr. 4401 Milton Dr. 2/23/2005 
35 4625108019 522 W. Holbrook Ave. 602 W. Holbrook 4/28/2004 
36 4625179007 126 Lorado Ave. 1509 Ballenger HWY 1/27/2004 
37 4625205028 249 Holbrook Ave. 249 Holbrook Ave. 6/7/2004 
38 4625207015 250 Holbrook Ave. 249 Holbrook Ave. 6/22/2004 
39 4625329029 141 Home Ave. 147 Home 8/27/2004 
40 4625403025 233 Home Ave. 233 Home 2/17/2004 
41 4625430029 505 Hobson Ave. 505 Hobson 5/7/2004 
42 4625433019 621 Gracelawn Ave. 605 Gracelawn 4/12/2004 
43 4625453030 346 Lyndon Ave. 326 Lyndon 3/3/2004 
44 4625477004 614 Mott Ave. 606 or 613 Mott? 4/14/2005 
45 4635154003 4408 Wisner St. 4408 Wisner St. 2/17/2004 
46 4635454021 3901 Lawndale Ave. 1801 Welch 3/26/2004 
47 4636404006 222 E. Moore St. 218 E. Moore St. 4/28/2004 
48 4636432012 3918 Foster St. 3918 Foster St. 4/2/2004 
49 4636483014 3509 Foster St. 571 Red Beech Dr. 4/28/2004 
50 4730131005 1018 York Ave. 1014 York 9/26/2003 
51 4730134037 937 Foss Ave. 941 Foss 9/22/2004 
52 4730227020 1009 York Ave 1200 E. Bundy 5/18/2004 
53 4731128003 806 Lomita Ave. 814 Lomita Ave. 2/28/2003 
54 4731130010 902 Marengo St. 902 Marengo St. 5/9/2003 
55 4731183015 4403 Industrial Ave. 4418 Industrial 7/27/2004 
56 4731354009 732 Gillepsie St. 732 Gillepsie St. 4/30/2004 
57 4001427024 SAGINAW ST 520 E DAYTON ST 10/15/2003 
58 4001432002 WARREN ST 523 E HAMILTON AVE 3/2/2004 
59 4002276035 CHEVROLET AVE 2630 PROCTOR AVE  2/28/2003 
60 4012105015 SEMINOLE ST 550 COPEMAN BLVD  5/17/2004 
61 4012383039 THIRD AVE 1014 W THIRD AVE 1/27/2005 
62 4012477009 SECOND AVE 322 W SECOND AVE  1/7/2005 
63 4015452021 ZIMMERMAN ST   2/28/2003 
64 4023130008 SWAYZE ST 2729 SWAYZE ST  1/18/2005 
65 4105408027 VERNON AVE 2427 N VERNON AVE  3/8/2005 
66 4107284009 ROOSEVELT AVE 1376 ROOSEVELT AVE   
67 4117353021 STANFORD AVE 1951 STANFORD AVE  4/29/2004 
68 4117355016 LIPPINCOTT BLV 3845 KENT ST  3/22/2004 
69 4117457036 SEYMOUR ST 2021 SEYMOUR ST  3/3/2004 



Item 
No. Parcel ID Street Address Owner Address Date Sold 

70 4118208013 THOMSON ST 803 AVON ST  2/28/2003 
71 4118455027 BEACH ST 209 W TWELFTH ST  3/21/2005 
72 4119351015 VERMILYA AVE   4/13/2004 
73 4625282022 RUSSELL AVE 625 MASON ST  1/30/2004 
74 4625332020 SHERMAN AVE 101 SHERMAN AVE 2/17/2005 
75 4625332021 SHERMAN AVE 113 SHERMAN AVE  3/29/2005 
76 4625402014 PIPER AVE 353 E PIPER AVE 12/8/2004 
77 4625482014 RIDGEWAY AVE 521 E RIDGEWAY AVE 10/13/2004 
78 4635481006 PROCTOR AVE 3514 PROCTOR AVE 2/28/2003 
79 4636281028 STEWART AVE 649 STEWART AVE 3/1/2005 
80 4636456002 VAN WAGONER AV 1413 MACKIN RD  12/19/2003 
81 4636478005 VAN WAGONER AV 410 CARTON ST  3/22/2004 
82 4636478007 VAN WAGONER AV 401 CARTON ST  3/22/2004 
83 4730178035 RUTH AVE 929 E RUTH AVE 1/19/2005 
84 4730180009 RUTH AVE 822 E RUTH AVE 12/22/2003 

85 4731133012 PHILADELPHIA B 
1034 E PHILADELPHIA 

B 6/7/2004 
86 4731134026 WAGER AVE 2414 CHURCHILL  4/22/2004 
87 4730129026 YORK AVE 1009 E YORK AVE 4/15/2004 
88 4626328011 OXLEY DR 5714 Oxley Drive 11/4/2004 
89 4001201016 E Dewey St.  125 E Dewey St.  8/2/2004 
90 4001285001 Bonbright St. 2576 Bonbright St. 5/3/2004 
91 4001354006 Odette St.  410 Josephine St.  5/18/2004 
92 4001377006 Odette St. 217 Odette St.  4/29/2004 
93 4001457025 Adams  Ave.  1721 Adams Ave. 1/18/2005 
94 4002304003 W Dayton 2208 W Dayton  3/8/2005 
95 4011204010 Concord St. 2505 Concord St. 4/1/2004 
96 4012229004 Page St. 405 Grace St. 4/1/2003 

97 4013279003 W First 
500 S Grand Traverse 

St. 3/23/2005 
98 4013430007 Ann Arbor St. 810 Ann Arbor St.  4/28/2004 
99 4015451001 W Court 4041 W Court 5/17/2004 

100 4025276012 Alvord Ave. 1213 Alvord Ave. 2/28/2003 
101 4105127049 Utah Ave. 1822 Utah Ave. 3/12/2004 
102 4108212020 Arlington Ave. 1409 Arlington Ave.  10/21/2003 
103 4108483035 E Court 2306 Mountain Ave 2/28/2003 
104 4108483036 E Court 2306 Mountain Ave 2/28/2003 
105 4117355022 Ferris Ave. 2018 Ferris Ave. 1/20/2004 
106 4117356002 Ferris Ave. 2003 Ferris Ave. 8/7/2003 
107 4117356013 Ferris Ave. 2049 Ferris Ave. 2/18/2005 
108 4118304009 Oak St. 5022 Fenton Rd. 6/24/2003 



Item 
No. Parcel ID Street Address Owner Address Date Sold 

109 4118379023 Oak St. 1434 Oak St. 2/4/2004 
110 4118382019 Church St. 1604 Church St. 9/22/2003 
111 4118451067 Church St. 1605 Church St. 4/14/2005 
112 4118455032 Beach St.  212 W Thirteenth 3/23/2005 
113 4119208015 Beach St. 819 Victoria 12/9/2004 
114 4119208017 Beach St. 819 Victoria/Phil 2/9/2004 
115 4119429022 E Belvidere Ave. 233 E Belvidere Ave. 10/20/2004 
116 4119431013 E Belvidere Ave. 142 E Belvidere Ave. 2/28/2003 
117 4120131044 Blades Ave. 2108 Maybury St. 10/19/2004 
118 4121326028 Chambers St.  3306 Chambers St. 6/3/2004 
119 4625204030 E Alma 353 E Alma 5/18/2004 
120 4625251002 E Foss 210 E Foss 10/1/2004 
121 4625454030 E Parkway 306 E Parkway 1/26/2005 
122 4636104042 W Baltimore 542 W Baltimore 5/11/2004 
123 4636404019 Edwin Ave. 213 Edwin Ave. 9/29/2003 
124 4636428039 Damon St. 4112 Buick St. 5/18/2004 
125 4636432015 Edmund St. 4408 Wisner St. 6/3/2004 
126 4729178014 Eastmont 6606 Eastmont 3/22/2004 
127 4729226021 W Boulevard 6901 W Boulevard 3/23/2005 
128 4730101043 E Bundy Ave 765 E Bundy Ave. 11/14/2003 
129 4730135029 E Foss  Ave.  1037 E Foss 10/19/2004 
130 4730181029 E Austin Ave.  1209 E Austin 2/28/2003 
131 4730229012 E Alma Ave. 602 E. Alma Ave.  4/13/2004 
132 4731132029 E Baltimore St. 913 E Baltimore St. 2/25/2004 
133 4731153024 Black Ave.  767 Black  Ave. 2/28/2003 
134 4731154019 Billings St. 4401 Billings St.  6/1/04 
135 4001430005 614 E. Dayton 610 E. Dayton 5/16/2004 
136 4001427013 609 E. Dayton 605 E. Dayton 5/16/2004 
137 4635328012 Brownell 4210 Brownell 5/16/2004 
138 4731176004 North St. 4606 North St.  1/5/2004 
139 4731176007 North St. 4521 North St. 11/4/2004 
140 4731209003 E Baltimore Blvd. 1106 E Baltimore Blvd.  9/22/2004 
141 4731380010 E Pasadena 830 E Pasadena 10/19/2003 
142 4001402007 E. Dayton 318 E Baker 5/18/2004 

 

 

 

 



Appendix B: Side Lot Assessment Instrument 

Survey Instrument Development 
To create the survey instrument used to assess side lot and random sample of Land Bank 
owned parcels, the following sources were consulted: 

• Pennsylvania Horticultural Society 
• East St. Louis Action Research Project 
•  James R. Cohen, a faculty member at the University of Maryland, School 

Architecture, Planning, and Preservation who has studied vacant land in 
Baltimore. 

•  Chicago Community Adult Health Study, Systematic Social Observation Coding 
Sheet, received from a faculty member in the Department of Sociology, 
University of Michigan   

 
Since none of the sources consulted evaluated side lots specifically, pieces of the 
collected survey instruments, including “Presence of Trash,” “Screening and Side Lot 
Maintenance” indicators, informed the development of the side lot survey 
instrument.  Development of the “Use” categories involved observation and testing 
during two days of field work in Flint.  
 
On the following page is the survey instrument used to evaluate each of the 142 side lot 
parcels as well as the sample of properties owned by the Land Bank.  In addition to the 
survey, a photo of each parcel was taken and provided to the Land Bank staff.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Genesee Land Bank Authority – Side Lot Transfer Program 
Property Survey  

 
1) Parcel ID:                   Street Address:  
 
    Owner Address:              Date Sold:  
 
2) Current use:  

Evidence of use by side lot property owner? 
 1: Yes 
 2: No  
 

a. Residential 
b. Yard 
c. Garden 
d. Private play equipment 
e. Vacant lot 
f. Commercial-/Business What type? ________________ 
g. Public playground/park/sports field  
h. Dump (formal) 
i. Parking lot  
j. Pathway 
k. Storage  
l. Pets/ livestock 
m. Art/ adornment 
n. Other ______________________________ 

If multiple uses, primary use: 
 
3) Presence of trash  
 1: No trash (does not include maintenance such as downed branches) 
 2: Limited trash (scattered litter) 
 3: Significant trash (piles of trash) 
 4: Dumping/ debris  
 
4) Screening (on street frontage) 
a) Is there screening? 
 1: Yes 
 2: No   
b) Screening Location 
 1: At sidewalk (within a foot of the sidewalk) 
 2: Setback from sidewalk (beyond one foot from sidewalk) 
c) Screening Materials  

a. Chain link 
b. Wood 
c. Iron 

d. Hedge  
e. Barbed wire  
f. Other __________________________ 

d) Screening Condition 
 1: Good condition  
 2: Leaning or bent, minor repairs necessary, rusty or paint needed 
 3: Sections missing, needs significant repairs, major rust 
 4: Not functional, needs complete replacement  
e) Screening Height 
 1: Below 4’ 
 2: 4’ or greater 
f) Screening Opacity 
 1: Less than 50% opaque 
 2: Greater than 50% opaque 
g) Perimeter coverage: Draw location of screening on diagram below 
If there are different heights, materials, or opacities, please note location 

Street frontage     Corner lot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
g) Screening integrated with adjacent property  

1: Yes 
 2: No 
5) Side Lot Maintenance 
a) Condition 

1: Mowed and/ or landscaped (Grass below 8”) 
2: Unmowed, weedy, branches down (Grass taller than 8”) 
3: Partially overgrown or partially graveled (Brush, shrubbery, or grass 
over 24” covering less than 50% of lot) 
4: Significantly overgrown or completely graveled (Greater than 50% of 
lot covered with extensive brush, shrubbery and/ or grass over 24”) 

b) Remnants of Previous Structure 
1: None/ Not visible 
2: Rubble covered with grass, limited paving  
3: Significant, exposed rubble, extensive paving 
4: Open, remaining foundation 

Notes: 



Appendix C: Coding of Side Lot Parcel Use and Condition 

The results of the assessment process using the survey instrument are analyzed under two 
major categories, side lot condition and side lot use.  These categories are defined below. 
 
Side lot condition 
Side lot condition is defined as either well-maintained or poorly-maintained and is an 
indication of regular property maintenance.   Side lot condition is the sum of scores 
assigned to side lots based on the following subcategories: presence of trash on the side 
lot, the degree and quality of side lot maintenance by the side lot owner, and the presence 
or remnants of the previous structure on the side lot. Of a maximum score of nine, lots 
that are “well-maintained” receive scores greater than or equal to seven - allowing a less 
than perfect score in one or two categories.  Poorly-maintained lots receive scores of six 
or less. If a side lot receives a zero in any one of the three categories, the property is 
poorly-maintained.  Table 1.1 below defines the rating system for each category. 
 

Table A.1 Side Lot Condition Category Scoring 

Presence of Trash Score Lot Maintenance Score Remnants of Previous Structure Score 
No Trash (does not 
include lawn debris) 

3 

Mowed and or landscaped 
(grass below 8”) 

3 

None/not visible 

3 
Limited Trash 
(scattered litter) 2 

Unmowed, weedy, branches 
down (grass taller than 8”) 2 

Rubble covered with grass, limited 
paving 2 

Significant Trash 
(piles of trash) 

1 

Partially overgrown/graveled 
(brush, shrubbery, or grass over 
24” covering less than 50 
percent of lot) 

1 

Significant, exposed rubble, 
extensive paving 

1 
Dumping 

0 

Significantly overgrown/ 
graveled (greater than 50 
percent of lot covered with 
extensive brush, shrubbery 
and/or grass over 24”) 

0 

Open, remaining foundation 

0 
 
In the above table, the category Presence of Trash and the definitions of subcategories 
found under Lot Condition are taken from the East St. Louis Action Research Project’s 
Neighborhood Condition Survey found at: 
http://www.eslarp.uiuc.edu/gis/ncs/training/Diction1.htm.  In addition, the City of Flint, 
Michigan Code of Ordinances, Chapter 39. Refuse, Garbage and Weeds, Article IV. 
Weeds, Grass, and the Like guided definition of the subcategories under Lot Condition. 
 
Side lot use 
Observation of vacant property use in Detroit and Flint identified potential uses of vacant 
property in residential neighborhoods.   These uses are: yards, gardens, private play 
equipment, play space for pets, art or adornment, vacant lot, commercial or business 

http://www.eslarp.uiuc.edu/gis/ncs/training/Diction1.htm


related, parking, storage, pathway, and other.  Uses identified on the survey instrument 
but not observed on the side lot parcels are dump and public play equipment/park/sports 
field.  Often side lots exhibited several of the above listed uses. Each use is identified as 
having a positive, negative or neutral effect on the surrounding neighborhood and 
associated with a numerical value. Positive uses are given a value of +1, neutral uses are 
given a value of 0 and negative uses are given a value of -1.  
 
Determination of the Quality of Use Scores 
  

Positive Use Scores 
Yards, or properties that are clearly integrated into the adjacent owner’s property, 
gardens, private play equipment, play space for pets and art or adornment are 
given a value of +1.  These uses are identified as positive because they typically 
require investment of time and resources as well as signal an attempt to integrate 
the side lot parcel into the owner’s property. 
 
Neutral Use Scores 
Side lots identified as vacant lots and well-maintained are given a score of 0 since 
a positive or negative contribution to surroundings is not identifiable or apparent. 

  
Uses Scored on an Individual Basis 
The following uses are not associated with having a positive, negative or neutral 
effect per se.  Instead, the effects of these uses are evaluated on an individual 
basis. 

Commercial or Business Related  
Two side lots are used for commercial or business related purposes; both 
are auto repair businesses and car parts storage.  A scattering of junk cars 
and parts are present on these properties.  Both side lots are given a -1 
value, indicating a negative use of property.   

  Parking 
Side lot parcels used for parking are reviewed individually to determine 
whether parking on the lot has a positive, neutral, or negative effect on the 
surrounding neighborhood.  Side lots with a paved, graveled, or somewhat 
established driveway for parked vehicles are given a score of +1 and have 
a positive effect.  Parking on side lots receives a score of 0 if vehicles are 
parked in an orderly fashion on the grass of a side lot property.  Parking 
has a negative effect on the surrounding neighborhood and receives a 
score of -1 if one or more junk vehicles are present, if vehicles are parked 
in a disorderly fashion, or if car parts and tires are present on the side lot 
Storage  
If storage items are placed in an intentional and orderly fashion on the side 
lot, a score of 0 was given.  If items are allowed to accumulate on the side 
lot, a score of -1 is given. 

 
 
 



Screening 
Screening, or fencing, receives a score of +1 if enclosing greater than 50 percent 
of the property and in good condition or needing minor repairs.  Screening 
receives a score of -1 if the fencing is in poor condition and no longer serves its 
function as an enclosure.  

 
If a side lot is assigned multiple uses, the use scores for each identified use are totaled to 
yield a total “use score”.  Side lots with a total use score of +1 or greater are said to have 
a positive use.  Properties with a score of 0 are said to have been put to a neutral use and 
side lots given a score of -1 are said to have been put to a negative use.



 
Appendix D: Interview Questions for Side Lot Owners 

The following questions were asked of 21 participants in the Side Lot Transfer Program. 

1. How did you hear about the Genesee County Land Bank’s Side Lot Transfer 
program?  

 
2. What parcel did you purchase through the Side Lot Transfer program? 

 
3. When did you purchase the land? 

 
4. What do you use the land for? 

 
5. Based on your experience with the Side Lot Transfer program, what did you like 

most about the program? 
 

6. Based on your experience with the Side Lot Transfer program, what would you 
like to see changed about the program?  How could the program better help you? 

 
7. Additional comments? 

 

 



Appendix E: Flyer Distributed by Land Bank Authority Staff at Ward Meetings 

The following flyer was distributed to interested residents at the ward meetings held 
annually.  
 




